METAL FINISHES
13 Choices for Custom Metals
*Recommended for engraving
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So many ways to get AHEAD!

Corporate Social Responsibility
AHEAD, LLC is committed to a platform corporate responsibility, striving for business solutions that integrate financial responsibility with long term social and environmental perspectives. AHEAD is also committed to ensuring fair working conditions in our supply chain and is a member of FLA.

Licenses & Affiliations

For a full list of our partners, visit us online at www.aheadweb.com/partners-affiliations/
MORE THAN JUST A BALLMARKER
Maximize Brand Impression

Your customized in-stock ballmarkers give you the ability to order a wide variety of products for brand continuity.
Your customized in-stock ballmarkers give you the ability to order a wide variety of products for brand continuity.

**CLOISONNÉ (DOMED)**
- 25mm/1 inch diameter
- Round shape
- Available in shiny finishes only

**STANDARD DIE-STRUCK**
- 25mm/1 inch diameter
- Round shape
- Available in all finishes

**PRINTED W/ EPOXY DOME**
- 25mm/1 inch diameter
- Round Shape
- Domestic orders: Antique Brass & Shiny Nickel only
- International orders: All finishes

**PRINTED STEM BALLMARKERS**
- 18mm/3/4 inch diameter
- Round Shape
- Available in all finishes

**CUSTOM OPTION**
- 25mm/1 inch diameter
- Round Shape
- 3D raised details
- Available in all finishes

**CUSTOM SHAPE/MINI METALS**
- Approx. 25mm/1 inch diameter
- Available in all finishes

**LICENSING BALLMARKER PROGRAM**
- Approx. 25mm/1 Inch Diameter
- Round Shape
- Available as Shown Here
STOCK LOGO - HAT CLIPS
All hat-clips use a magnet that holds a ballmarker in place.

A. AHEAD “GOLF SHIELD”
   HCBDAS-4: Antique Pewter

B. AHEAD “USA” FLAG
   HCUSAB-3: Antique Brass

C. AHEAD “A” BRAND
   HCAHAB-1: Antique Brass
   HCAHAS-2: Antique Pewter (shown)

D. AHEAD “PGAT”
   PGA002-1: Antique Brass

E. ROUND “PGA”
   PGAOLH-C: Shiny Gold

F. FLAG “UNDERGLASS”
   HCWFMS-2: Matte Nickel

G. OVAL USA “UNDERGLASS”
   HCRFMG-1: Matte Gold

H. AHEAD “PGA” FLAG
   PGA001-1: Antique Brass

I. AHEAD
   AHGBHC-1: Antique Brass (shown)
   AHGBHC-2: Antique Pewter

J. MODERN
   HCSWTCH-1: Matte Nickel/Blue
   HCSWTCH-2: Matte Nickel/Red
   HCSWTCH-3: Matte Nickel/Fluorescent Yellow
   HCSWTCH-4: Antique Brass/Black (shown)
   HCSWTCH-5: Antique Brass/White

CUSTOM LOGO - HAT CLIPS
Available in all finishes.

STANDARD SHAPE
CSHC01

OVAL SHAPE
Shown in: Underglass, Enamel and Bare Metal
CSHC03

TOMBSTONE SHAPE
Shown in: Enamel and Bare Metal
CSHC02

CUSTOM SHAPE
CSHC04

2-SIDED
CSHC05
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DUAL VIEW DIVOT TOOL
DUALDT-1 / WHITE
DUALDT-2 / BLACK
DUALDT-3 / NAVY

Please consider using our 2-sided flat cloisonne ballmarkers when ordering this item
Only available in Shiny Finishes

CSTHBM-1

*ALL BALLMARKERS SHOWN ARE 2 SIDED FLAT CLOISONNE BALLMARKERS*
SWITCHFIX COLLECTION

Form, function and customization all safely in your pocket!

2-PRONG “FORK”
- ABS rubber handle
- 25mm removable flat ballmarker
DTSWTCH: w/out clasp
DTSWCLP: w/clasp

3-PRONG “TRIDENT”
- ABS rubber handle
- 25mm removable flat ballmarker
- Pencil sharpener
DTFUZN

TIN GIFT BOX W/WINDOW
For available colors/finishes of the Modern-HCSWTCH hat clips, see pg. 4.
TINSWTCH-1
STOCK DIVOT TOOLS

All divot tools shown here use a 25mm ballmarker.
CUSTOM DIVOT TOOLS

Available in all finishes. Some divot tools shown here use a 25mm ballmarker.
STOCK & CUSTOM BAG TAGS

We can design any bag tag! Some stock bag tags shown here use a 25mm ballmarker.

Below are custom bag tag styles. Each style offered in all finishes unless otherwise noted.
Below are custom money clip styles. Each style offered in all finishes unless otherwise noted.

- **TRIANGLE DESIGN**
  - MCDIAB-N: Antique Brass
  - MCDIAS-N: Antique Pewter

- **2-TONE, 2-PART, 3D**
  - Engravable front
  - CSMC03

- **CUSTOM LOGO**
  - Engravable front
  - CSMC04

- **CUSTOM SHAPE**
  - CSMC10

- **DOMED/STONE**
  - CSMC09

- **PIERCED THROUGH**
  - CSMC07

- **BALLMARKER BAR**
  - MCLKBB-1: Matte Nickel

- **CLOISONNE**
  - Only offered in shiny finishes
  - CSMC08

- **ROUND BAR**
  - Engravable option available
  - CSMC06

Some money clips here use a 25mm ballmarker.
SHERPA BLANKET
BLKTROPE-13
BLKTSHRP-13

BAG TAG
• Engravable back
• Removable ballmarker
BTAMER-1: Antique Brass
BTAMER-2: Antique Pewter

DIVOT TOOL
Removable ballmarker
DTAMER-1: Antique Brass
DTAMER-2: Antique Pewter

MONEY CLIP
Engravable back
MCAMER-1: Antique Brass
MCAMER-2: Antique Pewter

1.5 INCH COIN
Removable ballmarker
AUSACN-B: Antique Brass
AUSACN-S: Antique Pewter

AMERICANA COLLECTION
COIN BOTTLE OPENER
- Engravable back
- Removable ballmarker
HFORBO-1: Antique Brass
HFORBO-2: Antique Copper

COIN
- Engravable back
- Removable ballmarker
HFORCN-1: Antique Brass
HFORCN-2: Antique Copper

DIVOT TOOL
Engravable back
HFORDT-1: Antique Brass
HFORDT-2: Antique Copper

MONEY CLIP
Removable ballmarker
HFORMC-1: Antique Brass
HFORMC-2: Antique Copper

RUSTIC COLLECTION

STOCK 2" MEDALLION
• Engravable back
• Removable ballmarker
MDBMGN-A: Antique Brass

POKER CHIPS
POKMBM: Ballmarker
POKERC: Custom

TIN BOX
TINBLINK-S: Shiny Nickel

SMALL BAG TAG
• Engravable back
• Removable ballmarker
BTBMAB-N: Antique Brass

BLANK HAT CLIP
HCBLNK-B: Antique Brass

BLANK MONEY CLIP
• Removable ballmarker
MCDIAB-N: Antique Brass
PUTTING CUP
CSPUTC-1: Antique Brass

BLANK DIVOT TOOL
DTABFB-N: Antique Brass

LARGE BAG TAG
Engravable back
BTBLNK-A: Antique Brass
BTBLNK-S: Shiny Nickel

STOCK 1.5 INCH COIN
Engravable back
CHCOIN-B: Antique Brass
CHCOIN-S: Antique Pewter
COINS & ASSORTED

STOCK ACCESSORIES

VALET KEY RING
VKEYSS-2: Shiny Nickel

ROUND KEY RING
CHASBM-N: Matte Nickel

BOTTLE OPENER
BOBMSL-N: Antique Pewter

ASSORTED EMOJI BALLMARKERS
EMOJIB-1

PUTTING CUP
Engravable front
PTCBLK-2: Black/Brass

SCREW IN
BLANK LOCKER PLATE
Engravable front
LPSMAB-N: Antique Brass

MAGNETS
MAGNETIC BM NAME TAG
Engravable front
NTSQAB-N: Antique Brass

1.5” STOCK FLAG COINS
Removable ballmarker
AUSACN-B: Antique Brass
AUSACN-S: Antique Pewter

1.5” STOCK COINS
Engravable back. Removable ballmarker
AHBMCN-B: Antique Brass
AHBMCN-S: Antique Pewter

2” BLANK MEDALLION
Engravable front
MDBMGN-1: Antique Brass

2” MEMBER/GUEST MEDALLION
Engravable back
MDBMMC-2: Antique Brass

2” LAUREL MEDALLION
Engravable back
MDBMLR-4: Antique Brass
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CUSTOM ACCESSORIES

CUSTOM SHAPE MAGNET
CSTFMG-1: Rubber
CSTFMG-2: Metal

2-SIDED 1.5 INCH COIN
CCNCT-N: Pewter

CUSTOM SHAPE LAPEL PINS
CSLPIN-N: Shiny Finish

2" DIAMETER MEDALLION
Engravable back
MEDCST-N: Brass/Pewter

ORNAMENTS
CSTORN-1: shiny finish

NEW
PIERCED THROUGH COINS
CSPRCN-1

CUSTOM SHAPE KEY CHAIN
CSTKCH-N

NEW
BEAR WITH SWEATER
BEARSW-1

POKER CHIPS

All Poker Chips can be ChromaPlated™.

BALL MARKER POKER CHIPS
POKMBM

CUSTOM POKER CHIPS
POKERC

NEW
BEAR WITH SWEATER
BEARSW-1

NEW
PIERCED THROUGH COINS
CSPRCN-1

CUSTOM SHAPE KEY CHAIN
CSTKCH-N

CUSTOM ACCESSORIES
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BI-FOLDING WALLET
LWNBRN-1: Brown
LWNBLK-2: Black (shown)

FOLDING WALLET W/ ID WINDOW DISPLAY
LWWNB-1: Brown
LWWNBK-2: Black (shown)

FOLDING WALLET
LFWBRN-1: Brown
LFWBLK-2: Black (shown)

QUARTX WATCH FOB
LWFRBRN-1: Brown
LWFRBLK-2: Black (shown)

SCORECARD HOLDER
LSCBRN-1: Brown
LSCBLK-2: Black (shown)

PASSPORT HOLDER
LPPBLK-1: Black

BUSINESS CARD HOLDER
LFBCBRN-1: Brown
LFBCBLK-2: Black (shown)

LEATHER CIGAR CASE (HOLDS 3)
LETCCBRN-1: Brown
LETCCBLK-2: Black (shown)

CREDIT CARD HOLDER
LCCBRN-1: Brown
LCCBLK-2: Black (shown)

LUGGAGE TAG
LLTBLK-2: Black

WEB BELTS AND BUCKEL
BETWBN-1: Navy
BETWBN-2: Black
BETWBN-3: Gray
BETWBN-4: Khaki
BETWBN-5: Red
BETWBN-6: White

PADDLE SHAPE MONEY CLIP
LPCBRN-1: Brown
LPCBLK-2: Black (shown)

LEATHER MONEY CLIP
LMCBRN-1: Brown
LMCBLK-2: Black (shown)

TEARDROP KEY RING
LKRBRN-1: Brown
LKRBLK-2: Black (shown)

VALUABLES POUCH
LVPBRN-1: Brown
LVPBLK-2: Black (shown)

CUSTOM REVERSIBLE BELT
CSTBLT-1: Black/Brown
CSTBLT-2: Black/White

LEATHER FLASK
LFLSBRN-1: Brown
LFLSBK-2: Black (shown)
STOCK LEATHER & CARBON TECH

All items shown here use 25mm ballmarker.

GENUINE LEATHER NOTEBOOK
Includes notepad and calculator
FNBLK1

FAUX LEATHER NOTEBOOK
Includes notepad
FNBLK1

TEARDROP KEY RING
LKRCAR-2

MONEY CLIP
LMCCAR-2

NEW
MONEY CLIP WITH RFID PROTECTION
3.5”L x 2.12”W x 0.5”H
CARBMC-1

CREDIT CARD HOLDER
LCCCAR-2

BI-FOLDING WALLET
LWNCAR-2

FOLDING WALLET
LFWCAR-2

MINI DAY PACK
MBNPK1

SHOE BAG
LSHCAR-2

VALUABLES BAG
LVPCAR-2

STOCK LEATHER & CARBON TECH
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TRAVEL ESSENTIALS

A. MULTI-COLORED WALLET
   LF-WRED-4: Red
   LF-WHIT-3: White
   LF-WBLU-5: Blue
   LF-WYEL-6: Yellow
   LF-WGRN-7: Green
   (not shown)

B. MULTI-COLORED CREDIT CARD HOLDER
   LTCCOR-1: Orange
   LTCCGR-1: Green
   LTCCBK-1: Black

C. CIGAR HOLDER
   LETCIG-1: Brown
   LETCIG-2: Black

D. LEATHER DESK VALET
   LEVALT-1: Black
   LEVALT-2: Brown

E. CUSTOM CUFF LINKS
   CSTCL-N: Shiny Nickel

F. TRAVEL ALARM CLOCK
   LECLCK-1: Brown

G. STAINLESS STEEL CIGAR CUTTER
   Engravable front
   CIGCUT-1

H. GOLF PUTTING CUPS
   MDPCBR-2: Brown
   MDPCBK-1: Black

I. PLASTIC CIGAR CUTTER
   Available to ChromaPlate™
   CIGCUT-2

MODERN LEATHERS

A. MULTI-COLORED WALLET
   LF-WRED-4: Red
   LF-WHIT-3: White
   LF-WBLU-5: Blue
   LF-WYEL-6: Yellow
   LF-WGRN-7: Green (not shown)

B. MULTI-COLORED CREDIT CARD HOLDER
   LTCCOR-1: Orange
   LTCCGR-1: Green
   LTCCBK-1: Black
Most items shown use a custom or stock ballmarker and medallion.
SOFT TOUCH BOX
SOFBOX-B: Black
SOFBOX-N: Navy

TIN BOX
TINBLNK-S: Shiny Nickel

VETRO-VUE BOX
(SM) (W/O STAMP)
CNBXVL-2: White
NBXVL-2: Black

VETRO-VUE BOX (LG)
(W/STAMP)
BTBXVL-1: White
BTBXVL-2: Black

VETRO-VUE BOX
(LG)
(W/STAMP)
BTBXVL-1: White
BTBXVL-2: Black

VELLOUR POUCHES
VPSMBK-1: Small
VPLGBK-1: Large

WHITE FAUX
LEATHER POUCH
AMPOUCH-1

VETTRO-VUE BOX

Derived from the Italian word Vetro, meaning glass, our new VetroVue packaging suspends the accessory item so that both sides are visible. The outer box creates a perfect frame and can be customized with your club name or logo.

Vetro-Vue boxes use Pad Print. Available stamp colors below:

CHROMAPLATE CLEAN
CHROMAPLATE DISTRESSED
EMBOSSING SILVER FOIL
EMBOSSING GOLD FOIL

BLACK NAVY SILVER GOLD
STOCK GOLF TOWELS

Whether it's bunker sand or morning dew, clean and dry your clubs with our towels and keep them looking new.

MICROFIBER TOWEL
• Eclectic color palette
• Quick absorption feature and waffle pattern
• Quality constructed carabiner assures it will be held securely to your golf bag
• Long-lasting and durable
• Make it yours - add a custom embroidered logo
• Available in 6 colors

TWLMFI-2: RED/BLACK TRIM
(Shown with direct embroidery)
STOCK GOLF TOWELS

STOCK TRI-FOLD BLANKET WOVEN TOWELS
- 16” X 24” sheer velour
- 100% Cotton
- Made in U.S.A
- Minimum order: 36 pcs
- Minimum order per colors: 9pcs
- Order increments in 9pcs per color (See pricing section for quantity breaks)
- 10 business day lead time (after Art approval)

TWL4ST

- 0100 BLACK
- 5100 DARK GREEN
- 1330 SCOUR
- 4000 NAVY

STOCK TRI-FOLD & TRI-VERSA
- 16” X 24” sheer velour
- 100% Cotton
- Made in USA
- Minimum order: 36 pcs
- Minimum order per colors: 9pcs
- Order increments in 9pcs per color (See pricing section for quantity breaks)
- 10 business day lead time (after Art approval)

- 0100 BLACK
- 5130 HUNTER GREEN
- 4410 ROYAL BLUE
- 3000 RED
- 4000 NAVY
- 1000 WHITE

TRI-FOLD
- Doesn’t unfold

TWLTFG

TRI-VERSA

TWL3GR

NEW MAGNETIC RUBBER TOWEL HOLDER WITH CARABINER
- 3” X 2.75”
MAGTWL-1

USA FLAG TOWEL
- 16” X 24” sheer velour
- 100% Cotton
- Made in USA
- Min. order: 24 pcs

TWLUSA-1
CUSTOM TOWELS

FOLD TYPES

- TRI-FOLD
  - Does not unfold

- FLAT TOWEL
  - 1 Grommet

- TRI-VERSA
  - 3 Grommet

ADDITIONAL CUSTOMIZATIONS

- STRIPES
- SCRUBBER

EVENT TOWELS

- TRI-FOLD
  - TWLWB1-G
  - TWLSTR-1: Stripes
  - TWLSC1-G: Scrubber

- FLAT TOWEL
  - TWLWB2-G: 1 Grommet
  - TWLSTR-2: 1 Grommet w/ Stripes
  - TWLSC2-G: 1 Grommet w/ Scrubber

- TRI-VERSA
  - TWLWB3-G: 3 Grommet
  - TWLSTR-3: 3 Grommet w/ Stripes
  - TWLSC3-G: 3 Grommet w/ Scrubber

*Does not unfold

Colors:
- 3370 Navajo Red
- 3420 Garnet
- 3470 100% White
- 0460 Silver
- 6000 Orange
- 3000 Red
- 7290 Gold
- 0100 Black
- 7290 New Gold
- 5950 Lime Green
- 5200 Kelly Green
- 2220 Espresso
- 2350 Earth
- 8290 Soft Pink
- 0540 Silver
- 1000 White
- 0540 Silver
- 1200 Forest Green
- 4690 Light Blue
- 4410 Royal Blue
- 4140 Royal Blue
- 4300 Ocean Blue
- 4390 French Blue
- 5100 Dark Green
- 5200 Yellow
- 6000 Purple
- 0100 Black
- 2140 Copper
- 2300 Burgundy
- 3100 Dark Green
- 3200 Dark Forest Green
- 3370 Dark Red
- 8000 Pink
- 3410 Burgundy
- 4000 Navy
- 4410 Royal Blue
- 5100 Dark Green
- 5200 Yellow
- 7290 Gold
- 0100 Black
- 7290 New Gold
- 5950 Lime Green
- 5200 Kelly Green
- 2220 Espresso
- 2350 Earth
- 8290 Soft Pink
- 0540 Silver
- 1000 White
- 0540 Silver
- 1200 Forest Green
- 4690 Light Blue
- 4410 Royal Blue
- 4300 Ocean Blue
- 4390 French Blue
- 5100 Dark Green
- 5200 Yellow
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CUSTOM TOWELS

CUSTOM TRI-FOLD (4 PACK)
- 16” x 24” sheer velour
- 100% Cotton
- Made in USA
- Your choice of border color
- Max 4-color logo in woven band
- No setup charge
- Minimum order: 72 pcs
- Minimum order per colors: 18 pcs (72 pcs total)
- 40 business day lead time (after Art approval)
- Also available as Tri-Versa for additional cost

TWL4PK

0100 BLACK
5100 DARK GREEN
1330 SCOUR
4000 NAVY

DOUBLE-SIDED LOGO TOWEL
- 16” x 36” sheer velour
- 100% Cotton
- Made in USA
- No grommet
- Max 3-color logo
- Minimum order: 72 pcs
- 40 business day lead time (after Art approval)

TWL1636-1
COLLECTIBLE FLAGS

All Pin Flags are fastened on each corner to a sturdy cardboard backing making “Autographing” your flag easier! Each flag is enclosed in a clear durable 3mil thick bag with locking zipper closure for added protection.

PRINTED
- 20"x14"
- 100 pc MOQ
CSTFLP-2

EMBROIDERED
- 20"x14"
- 100 pc MOQ
CSTFLE-1

NEW
BURGEE FLAG
- 18" X 12"
- 100 pc MOQ
- Embroider, Applique or Printed
CSTBFL-1: Embroidered/Applique
CSTBFL-2: Printed
CABRETTA GLOVE
Soft "cabretta" leather
MGL-1

LEATHER GLOVE W/ BALLMARKER
MEN’S LEFT HAND
GLOFSM-1: Small-Medium
GLOFLX-1: Large-XLarge

MEN’S RIGHT HAND
GLORSM-1: Small-Medium
GLORLX-1: Large-XLarge

CABRETTA GLOVE
Soft "cabretta" leather
MGL-1

CART MITTS
Water resistant shell soft plush fleece lining
MGCART-1

GOLF GLOVE FIXTURE
Holds 3 rows of gloves
SWG-1

All golf gloves can also be added to our gift packs by using any of our two glove certificates. We realize that glove fitting can be tricky, so we have provided you with options that will allow your guests to get what they need.
BLANKETS

Add a custom touch with a vintage label or embroidery.

- Dimensions: 50" X 60"
- 24 pc min. can be purchased in 6 pc increments per color
- 3 week lead time
- Available in 13 colors
  BLKTROPE: Tied rope option
  BLKTSHRP: Zipper pouch

13 Colors Available:

- BLK
- NAVY
- BURGUNDY
- NAVY/STARS
- RED/BLACK CHECKERED
- WHITE/GREY CHECKERED
- CAMEL
- CHARCOAL
- BROWN
- GREEN
- ROYAL BLUE
- RED
- BLACK
- NAVY/STARS

BLANKETS
Add a custom touch with a vintage label or embroidery.
NEW TOURNAMENT BLANKET
Dimensions: 32” X 55”
Polar Fleece with Peva waterproof backing.
BLKTRN-1: Blue Plaid
BLKTRN-2: Navy Solid

NEW WATER-RESISTANT SOFT FLEECE TOURNAMENT BLANKET W/ LEATHER STRAP
55” X 70”
BLKTHAN-1

NEW JERSEY FLEECE BLANKETS
50” X 60” Heavy weight 290 grm
Comes in bag or reusable elastic carry handle.
JERBLKT-1: Black
JERBLKT-2: Navy
JERBLKT-5: Grey
JERBLKT-7: Green
JERBLKT-8: Royal Blue
JERBLKT-9: Red

Add a custom touch with a vintage label or embroidery.
SMALL DELUXE BAGS

POLY/NYLON 600D DOPPLER BAG
13.5"L x 7"W x 19"H

DOPPBG-1
Black/Black

POLY/NYLON 600D COOLER BAGS
6.5"L x 5.5"W x 2"H

COOLBG-1
Blue/Black

COOLBG-2
Black/Black

POLY/NYLON 600D VALUABLES BAG
6.5"L x 5.5"W x 2"H

VALBAG-1
Black/Black

VALBAG-2
Black/Black

VALBAG-3
Pink/Black

POLY/NYLON 600D SHOE BAGS
14.5"L x 8.5"W x 5.5"H

SHOEBG-1
Blue/Black

SHOEBG-2
Black/Black

SHOEBG-3
Pink/Black

TOTE
17"L x 12"W x 5"D

KPCT

MINI BACK PACK
7"L x 5"W x 3.5"H
Ball marker is permanently affixed

MNBKPK-1
BLACK

MNBKPK-2
CAMOUFLAGE

MNBKPK-3
WHITE

MNBKPK-4
PINK

MNBKPK-5
GREY

MNBKPK-6
BLUE

MNBKPK-7
CLEAR

MEDIUM DELUXE BAGS

POLY/NYLON 600D COOLER BAGS
6.5"L x 5.5"W x 2"H

DUFFBG-A
Blue/Black

DUFFBG-B
Black/Black

DUFFBG-C
Grey/Black

POLY/NYLON 600D DUFFLE BAG
21"L x 10"W x 12"H

AHEADWEB.com 1-800-282-2246
SHOE/DAY BAG

Don’t get caught on the golf course or in the clubhouse without an extra set of clothes again!

Our new Shoe/Day Bag, not only holds golf shoes, but comes with an additional compartment which holds an extra Shirt, Pants or Shorts with other essentials without the worry of soiled Golf Shoes coming into contact with your clothes.

The durable outer shell has a modern tech pattern, with complimenting piping and cushioned handle for easy carrying or attach the shoulder strap to keep your hands free. And like all our bags offered by Ahead, this can be embroidered with your special Logo.

So, whether it’s the rain making you wet or the sun making you sweat, you can relax and focus on your game knowing you have an additional set of clothes stored away in your Ahead Shoe/Day Bag!

15”L x 11”W x 7”H

SHDABG-1: BLACK

LARGE DELUXE BAGS

NEW

COOLER CARRY PICNIC BAG
  • Houndstooth pattern
  • Carry picnic bag
  • Tableware setting for 2
  • Blanket with waterproof backing
  • Bag: 20”L X 10”W X 10”H
  • Blanket: 45” X 53”

DUFBLT-1

ROLLING DUFFLE BAGS

21” L x 10” W x 12” H

DUFFWH-B: Black/Black

DUFFWH-A
Blue/Black

POLY/NYLON 600D BACK PACK

13.5”L x 7”W x 19”H

BAKPAK-1: Black/Black
All hat clips and ballmarkers sold separately.
KLBSMN
Shiny Nickel

HCKLBF-1
Shiny Nickel

KLBMTN-1
Shiny Nickel

HCKLUS-1
Shiny Nickel

BMKLUS-1
Shiny Nickel

HCKLHR-1
Shiny Nickel

KLMPHC-1
Shiny Nickel

BMKLGB-1
Shiny Nickel

HCKLSD-1
Shiny Nickel

BMKLDB-1
Shiny Nickel

KLBLCN-1
Shiny Nickel

PRKLCN-2
Shiny Nickel

HCKFL-1
Shiny Nickel

KLBSMN
Shiny Nickel

KLBUHC-1
Shiny Nickel

BMKLBL-1
Shiny Nickel

HCKLMG-1
Shiny Nickel

BMKLGO-1
Shiny Nickel

KLBM02-N: Matte Nickel

INSERT "ROUND"
HCKLRD-1: Shiny Nickel

KLHC03-N: Shiny Nickel

CUSTOM SHAPE
KLHC01-N: Shiny Nickel

CORRUGATED KL
HC/BM DISPLAY
Includes 36 hat clips & ballmarker boxes
KLCRBP-1

SMALL KL CRYSTAL HC/BM DISPLAY
Includes 12 hat-clips, 12 ballmarkers
ACFKL-N: Light Wood
ACFKL-D: Dark Wood
HANGING CARDS & BOX SETS

DT HANG CARD
Holds 1 Divot Repair Tool
HCDTBM-1

BM/HC HANG CARD
Holds 1 Hat-clip, 1 Ballmarker
HCHCBM-1

MONEY Clip HANG CARD
Hold 1 Money clip, 1 Ballmarker
HCMCLP-1

BAG TAG HANG CARD
Holds 1 Bag Tag (75mm)
HCLGBT-1

POKER CHIP/BM HANG CARD
Holds 4 Poker Chips
HCPKR-1

LARGE BM HANG CARD
Holds 6 Ballmarkers
HCCBMM-1

SMALL BM HANG CARD
Holds 4 Ballmarkers
HCCBMM-2

BM/HC HANG CARD
Holds 1 Hat-clip, 1 Ballmarker
HCHCOP-1

TWO-SIDED COMMEMORATIVE COIN HANG CARD
Holds 1 Coin
HCBMCN-1

KL HC/BM HANG CARD
Holds 1 Hat-Clip, 1 Ballmarker
KLHCBX-1,2

NEW 4 PACK ACETATE DISPLAY
HCFORPK-1

KL HC/BM BOX
Holds 1 Hat-Clip, 1 Ballmarker
KLHCBX-1,2

MONEY Clip DISPLAY
3.25" x 3.25"
MCCTBX-1: Black
MCCTBX-2: Ivory
Available in these box colors:
MCM325-6S: Green
MCM325-7S: Taupe
MCM325-8S: Black

CIGAR CLAM SHELL
Holds 1 Cigar Case
HCCGAR-1

FLASK CLAM SHELL
Holds 1 Flask
HCFLAS-1

DISPLAY BOX - VAC/INSERTS

- Boxes are available in taupe only (5197PU-3)
- Select any vac./insert configuration to display your brand!

3 BALLMARKER DISPLAY
5204PU-6

6 BALLMARKER DISPLAY
5246PU-7

DIVOT TOOL/ BALLMARKER BOX
5199PU-5

HAT CLIP/ BALLMARKER BOX
5199PU-5

MONEY Clip BALLMARKER BOX
5199PU-5
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Display Box</th>
<th>Items Included</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SWITCHFIX/BALLMARKER</td>
<td>DTSWVC-3: Black</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIVOT TOOL/BALLMARKER/HAT CLIP</td>
<td>DTSWVC-1: Black</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOMBSTONE DIVOT TOOL/BALLMARKER</td>
<td>5298PT-2: Black, 5297PT-1: Ivory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIVOT TOOL/MONEY CLIP/BALLMARKER</td>
<td>5264PB-2: Black, 5154PI-1: Ivory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHORT PRONG DIVOT TOOL/BALLMARKER/COIN/BALLMARKER</td>
<td>MDDTB-1: Black, MDDTB-2: Ivory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LARGE SINGLE ITEM BOX</td>
<td>5267PB-5: Black</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIVOT TOOL/BALLMARKER</td>
<td>5245PI-8: Ivory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAT CLIP/BALLMARKER</td>
<td>5173PI-4: Ivory, 5266PB-4: Black</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KATE LORD DIVOT TOOL/BALLMARKER</td>
<td>5263PB-1: Black, 5155PI-2: Ivory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KATE LORD HAT CLIP/BALLMARKER</td>
<td>5266PB-4: Black, 5173PI-4: Ivory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WINE STOPPER DISPLAY</td>
<td>WISTBX-1: Black, WISTBX-2: Maroon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LARGE BAG TAG</td>
<td>5299PB-6: Black, 5242PI-5: Ivory</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SELECT YOUR DISPLAY BOX COLOR!**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>5262PB-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAUPE</td>
<td>5153PI-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAVY</td>
<td>5371PI-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GREEN</td>
<td>5413PG-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PINK</td>
<td>5355PP-1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**BALL MARKER CLIP FIXTURE**
Holds Ballmarker-Cap, Divot Tools, Hat-Clips
- HCDTFX-1: Light Wood
- HCDTFX-2: Dark Wood

**SMALL FOOT PRINT DT/BM FIXTURE**
Base Dimensions: 6” x 9”
Holds 15 stock divot tool. Rounded bowl feature for ballmarkers.
- DUOFIX-1

**1.5 INCH COIN & POKER CHIP FIXTURE**
Base Dimensions:
11” x 11” X 4”
Holds 42 poker chips or 1.5 Inch coins. Top bowl feature for ballmarkers.
- PYRMFX-1

[Images of the fixtures]
ACCESSORIES CAISSON
• 1 Master Caisson Tray: 13.5" X 9.25"
• 2 Large Rectangular: 6" x 12"
• 3 Small Rectangular: 4" x 6"
• 1 Clip-On: 6" x 6"
• 1 Multi-Use: 6" x 6"
• Additional inserts sold separately

ACF-FL

NOTE: Caisson and stand alone inserts will ship with open slot containing an adhesive (3M) backing for a custom ballmarker to be inserted. These views showcase different arrangements for this fixture.
ONE STOP SHOP!
No other company has the breadth of products and opportunities that AHEAD has. Better still, because it is all from a single source, AHEAD can deliver your gift packs to you completed and ready to go... no assembly required!

FIT ANY BUDGET!
AHEAD can help you to create a lasting memory of your event on any budget, big or small. For bigger events, fill AHEAD’s variety of boxes and bags with our market leading headwear, apparel, and accessories.

Shoestring budget? Consider just making a special cap or tshirt using one of AHEAD’s design templates to give your guests something they can’t get anywhere else.

MAKE IT PERSONAL!
Add your recipient’s name to the outside of the box for an extra special touch, or include a personalized label inside of their cap so they can remember you every time they put it on.

UNLIMITED POSSIBILITIES!
Check out just some of the ideas we have for you on the next pages... ask your AHEAD sales rep for more options!
TOURNAMENT GIFT PACKS

GARMENT BOX
Holds 1 Garment or 1 Blanket, 1 Cap, 1 Accessory box, Additional loose items
GRGBX4: Green
RTGRBX: Black

CAP BOX
Holds 1 Cap, 1 Accessory box
GRCBX4: Green
RTCRBX: Black

WINDOW BOX
Holds 1 Garment, 1 Cap
BLWGBX
WOODEN BOX
• Holds 1 Garment, 1 Cap, 1 Accessory box
• 6 Caps
• 2 Garments
WDCSBX

WOODEN BOX
Holds 1-2 Garments, Multiple Caps, Multiple Accessories
DUFFBG-A: Blue-Black
DUFFBG-B: Black-Black
DUFFBG-C: Grey-Black

SHOE BAG
• Holds 1 Garment, 1 Cap, 1 Accessory box
• 6-9 Caps, 1 Accessory Box
SHOEBG-1: Blue-Black
SHOEBG-2: Black-Black
SHOEBG-3: Pink-Black
ACCESSORIES INSIGHT
For both stock & custom items

STOCK INFORMATION

BALLMARKER INCLUDED
Most items include 25mm ball markers but customers must have a ballmarker already in stock or on order with AHEAD. A licensed or college ballmarker can also be used.

MEDALLION INCLUDED
Applies to all accessories shown on page 17 only but customers must have a ballmarker already in stock or on order with AHEAD. A licensed or college ballmarker can also be used.

LEATHER STRAPS
Prices shown include leather straps on items needing them such as bag tags. Generally Brown leather for Brass/Gold finishes or Black leather for silver/Nickel finishes.

CUSTOM INFORMATION

MOQ
Minimum Order Quantities differ for each of the custom items in this catalog but generally between 200pcs to 500pcs depending on the item.

MOLDS & SETUP
These prices will vary per item. The cost may range from $50.00 to $425.00 depending on the item.

DELIVERY
Generally starts 40 to 45 days after artwork is approved for production.

ENGRAVABILITY
Generally designed so that the AHEADINSCRIBER machine can engrave using a custom or stock designed jig.

ENGRAVING

TOURNAMENT OR EVENT NAME
• Minimum: 36pcs of the same item/engraving (OK if different finishes)
• Increments: 5 pcs thereafter
• Delivery: 3 to 4 weeks after receipt of order.
• Cost: $2.50 per event name

PERSONALIZATION/INDIVIDUAL NAMES
• Minimum: 25 pcs of the same item (OK if different finishes)
• Delivery: 3 to 4 weeks receipt of order.
• Cost: $5.50 per individual name

CUSTOM LOGOS (VERY LIMITED)
• Minimum: 36 pcs of the same item/engraving (OK if different finishes)
• Increments: 5 pcs thereafter
• Delivery: 3 to 4 weeks receipt of order.
• Cost: varies depending on logo and design

ENGRAVING DETAILS
Throughout this catalog there are metal items with the following icons to indicate what parts can be engraved or which items AHEAD can set up the AHEAD Inscriber to engrave.

- **EF**: Engravable Front
- **EB**: Engravable Back
- **EFB**: Engravable Front & Back
- **EOA**: Engravable Option Available
  - please specify at time of order
Ahead developed the first Aheadinscriber™ engraving machine years ago to help retail shops capitalize on personalization of our various metal accessories, and it was a tremendous success! Those shops that have been engraving bag tags, money clips, and other items for their members or guests will tell you that it is the easiest money they have ever made! With the new Aheadinscriber™ 2.0, it just got even easier!

**FEATURES**

**COMPACT SIZE**
With a footprint of H.15" x W.9" x D.10" and a weight of just 18 pounds, the AHEADINSCRIBER™ 2.0 is suitable for a retail counter. Get it out in the open to generate demand!

**QUIET**
The diamond drag engraving is housed in an insulated compartment to keep things to a whisper. Shhh...

**SELF CONTAINED SOFTWARE**
There’s no need for a PC to operate the machine. The proprietary AHEADINSCRIBER™ 2.0 software and engraving mechanism are all within the same unit!

**TOUCH SCREEN TECHNOLOGY**
Use the included stylus, golf tee, or a fingertip to advance through the self guided software. Choose the item you wish to engrave, select from various text layouts, key in the words, and GO!

**HARDWARE FREE JIGS**
Each engravable accessory comes with a form fitting jig that makes it easy to plug in the accessory without the need for a jewelers’ vise. The AHEADINSCRIBER™ 2.0 software is synced with the jig so the names are perfectly positioned every time. Round peg, round hole. Easy.

Slide-show The machine speaks for itself...sort of. A slide-show of your shop logo, pricing information, photos of engraved accessories flips silently on the LCD display when the machine is not in use.

**SIZE** H.15" x W.9" x D.10"